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In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, reliable, and modern
Windows applications with Microsoft® Visual Basic® 2015. Using a straightforward, step-by-
step approach, each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong
foundation for success with every aspect of VB 2015 development. Notes present interesting
pieces of information.Tips offer advice or teach an easier way to do something.Cautions advise
you about potential problems and help you steer clear of disaster. Learn How To Master VB
2015 by building a complete feature-rich applicationNavigate VB 2015 and discover its new
shortcutsWork with objects, collections, and eventsBuild attractive, highly-functional user
interfacesMake the most of forms, controls, modules, and proceduresEfficiently store data and
program databasesMake decisions in codeUse powerful object-oriented techniquesWork with
graphics and text filesManipulate filesystems and the RegistryAdd email supportCreate efficient
modules and reusable proceduresInteract effectively with usersWrite code to preview and print
documentsDebug with VB 2015’s improved breakpoint featuresDistribute your
software Download all examples and source code presented in this book from informit.com/
title/9780672337451 as they become available.Who Should Read This BookThose who have
little or no programming experience or who might be picking up Visual Basic as a second
language. Bug AlertDescription: Changing the startup form's name in a VB WinForms app does
not update the "Startup form" #4517Explanation: In the latest Visual Basic update on GitHub,
Microsoft accidentally introduced a significant bug that you should be aware of. In the Visual
Basic project properties dialog on one of the tabs (Application), is a drop down box for selecting
the "startup object". This can be either a Main method or a System.Windows.Forms instance (or
System.Windows.Window for WPF). When you do a rename on a form (say from the code editor
in source or from the solution explorer) currently set as the startup form the rename doesn't
cascade to the startup object project property cause the project to enter an invalid state where
the user must now manually reset this project property from the now nonexistent Form to the
new name. This is a huge annoyance.The fix for the bug (until Microsoft addresses) can be
found here:

About the AuthorJames Foxall is President & CEO of Tigerpaw Software, a commercial software
company providing complete business automation to more than 40,000 users in 28 countries in
the IT/Networking, Telecommunications, Systems Integrator, Security, and Point of Sale
industries. In his current role as President and CEO, James provides the vision and
management to keep Tigerpaw focused on its customers and properly serving its
markets. James has a Masters degree in Business Administration and a BS degree in
Management of Information Systems. Devoted to creating better businesses through



technology, James has written 15 books, which have been published in over a dozen languages
around the world. He is considered an authority on business process improvement and
application interface and behavior standards of Windows applications, and serves the business
community as an international speaker on automating business processes in the SMB
environment.
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Donald, “Using this book for Visual Basic 2022. I searched online for some programming books
for Visual Basic 2022 and didn’t see one I wanted. A check for new books at a local bookstore in
September 2022 showed that Visual Basic in 24 Hours was on the shelf. I already have this
book so I decided to use it. With the upgrade to Visual Basic 2022 some differences are 1) can
create forms using NET 4.5 or NET 6.0, use NET 6.0, 2) Windows 11 uses Start | All Apps
(p552), 3) Windows 11 uses Settings | Apps | App & Features (p553), 4) sending email using a
gmail account described in hour 23 didn’t work since Google implemented “Less Secure App
Access” and in May, 2022 implemented tighter restrictions, 5) the line continuation character
(p77, p302, p464) is sometimes required, 6) the shortcut keys will sometimes be different such
as CTRL ALT I to open immediate window (p342, 351), 7) debug.print and debug.writeline send
output to output (not immediate) window (p351-356), 8) if title is omitted, then title is not name of
project but blank (p402)., 9) on the fly debugging didn’t work (p352), 10) didn’t see location in
tabbed dialog boxes (p197), 11) no link for view detail (p354), 12) Visual Basic 17.3.4 has a
bug. The easiest way to get around the bug is not to rename Form1 as described on page 4, 9,
20, 52… 13) my default font size was too big for the buttons (change to font size 6). All in all the
book is well written and reasonably current on how to build desktop applications. It is written for
beginners.”

Jeffrey S Jaquays, “Excellent. Excellent”

lighten_up_already, “Good introductory book, database issues notwithstanding.. I am a career
IBM mainframe applications programmer who is ramping up to reenter the IT profession. This
was a very good "baby steps" kind of book to break into Visual Studio 2015 and object oriented
programming. The combination of screen shots and step by step instructions was very helpful.If
anyone cares, I went through the book on a Windows 10 Professional machine using SQL
Server 2014 and Visual Studio Community 2015.Make sure to go to James Foxall's web site and
read the errata before starting the book. That may save you a bit of time.Sadly, the book breaks
down badly in Chapter 21, working with a database. The reader is instructed to download the
contacts.mdb database from James Foxall's web site, and you'd think it would be in the
downloads for this book, but it isn't. In fact, if you go to Mr. Foxall's site and look at the
discussion threads, problems locating sample databases mentioned in his books seems to be a
recurring theme.I never did find contacts.mdb, so I downloaded the Adventure Works sample
SQL database and adapted the material in chapter 21 to use it. Just recently, a poster at Mr.
Foxall's site said he located the contacts.mdb database in the downloads for the 2008 version of
this book. Too late for me.This book will get you at least comfortable with the Visual Studio 2015
IDE, but just scratch the surface of it's functionality. And, when you finish the book you likely
won't be able to code anything that anyone would actually want to use, but you'll be on you



way.After this book I went through Beginning Visual Basic 2015 by Bryan Newsome, that book
covers a lot of the same material but in a very different way. This book starts with the IDE and
works into the code, and Newsome's book starts with the code and works out into the IDE. Two
books are often better than one, and I'm glad I went through them both. Between the two, I
gained the confidence to make the leap to C#, which I'm learning now.”

Gray, “This is the best basic training book that I have ever read. I have been programming since
1968. I coded in FORTRAN, COBOL, T-SQL, Access VBA, VB6 and limited Visual Studio
VB.NET and I needed a book to teach me the ins and outs of VB2015 because I am targeting all
my future code in that environment. This is a basic level book that I recommend everyone to read
before diving deeply into Visual Studio VB.NET. The examples are excellent and the
explanations assume nothing. I am excited to read the next book on VB2015 (Beginning Visual
Basic by Newsome), which dives a little deeper. Then I should finish my training with Visual
Basic 2015 Unleashed by Del Sole). I'll review those two when I finish them.Foxall is a great
communicator and teacher.Don't pass-up reading this masterpiece.Hour 21 cost me an hour or
two trying to figure out why there was a problem. Firstly, he refers to an MDB (which is an Access
extension) when he really meant an MDF (a SqlServer extension). After that, he refers to the
table as "Contacts" in his code sample when he meant "tblContacts".. These were the ONLY
errors in the book. I also had to convert his Sql2014 MDF to Sql2016. - no great shakes.”

Concerned user, “Important syntax learning tool for Syntax. The syntax is most important and a
textbook with code examples help illustrate how to write the code statements.Microsoft is trying
to make everyone learn OOP programming. I have been coding since 1965 any have developed
my own methods that accomplish 70% of what OOP's accomplishes. In my experience I have
learned and used 13 different languages and have taught programming in colleges and I
personally think OOP is too hard to teach and don't see any real advantages. The most
important things are coding syntax and how to develop the algorithms.”

Roberto Chernitsky, “Excellent book for absolute beginners, or newcomers to .NET/Visual
Studio. Hi there,A very good book for absolute beginners.I am a Computer Engineer who
finished his studies in ... 1987 (the good old times of Borland and Turbo Pascal)Had been out of
the programming world since 1995 or so, and I needed to do a job in UI for Windows.So I
decided I will delve in .NET and chose VB over C# (thinking the syntax of VB protects the coder
better).This book was recommended by Derek Banas in a excellent VB beginners course on
YouTube.I am very glad I bought it. I quickly skim thourgh some pages (general programming
concepts), and mostly get quick answers to all my uqestions in the VB environment.Hope my
experience helps.Roberto”

Jon Souter, “Great Starting Point for VB Newbies, or those Returning to VB after some Years



Away. As a long-term developer of other languages, I found this a great book for quickly picking
up the basics of this latest iteration of VB.Net.I'd spent 2-3 years in the 1990's developing a
number of projects using early versions of Visual Basic, but the language and capabilities have
changed enormously now that VB is built to leverage the .Net platform.The text in this guide
flows at a nice pace either for beginners, or for developers of other languages looking to adapt
their skills - with enough depth to cover the foundation concepts comfortably.Whilst the book
doesn't attempt to cover every topic in huge detail, the provided information is a great starting
point and did provide the spark that prompted some searching online to fill out my
knowledge.This book wont make you a master, but it is a great way to ease yourself into being
productive with VB 2015 in the shortest possible time.”

Professor Xenon, “Good General Introduction to Visual Basic 2015. Overall, this is a good,
general introduction to Visual Basic. It provides enough explanation of code with examples to
get you started. Some of the more advanced programming features towards the end begin to
show the capability of this programming language. If you are a complete beginner I would
recommend working through the whole book at your own pace. If you already know some Visual
Basic then this is a handy reference or to dip into, as needed.”

Pauline, “User friendly introduction. Really liked the presentation style and explanations
throughout. Only criticism would be that some of the downloads are not available...the SQL
chapter, for example.”

Mr. Ahmed Eissa, “Recommanded book. Excellent book.... I am a teaching programming for 1st
year students and this book helped me to do so as it's already divided into 24 lectures.”

K, “Good, but for beginners only.. Very informative book, however for the beginners only. If you
are starting coding in Visual Basic (and have no other experience with programing languages) -
this is a right book for you.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 115 people have provided feedback.
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